
Rarely does the perfect solution become available at 
the perfect time. That appears to be the case with this 
new product, Therapist Assist, designed to assist 
respiratory therapists in managing CPAP, BiPAP, and Auto-
PAP therapies by leveraging artificial intelligence and 
computer vision technologies, all through a Smart 
Phone.
The zero touch COVID-19 compliant product delivers 
significant clinical and financial benefits to the patient 
and the provider, including the ability to significantly 
increase the number of patients a clinician can see in a 
day, while simultaneously reducing mask exchanges due 
to improper fit.

ü Reduce the cost to onboard a new patient by 70% using virtual set-ups
o Therapists can see more patients
o Dramatically reduced mask exchanges
o Reduced mask inventory

ü Manufacturer agnostic technology picks mask providing the best clinical outcome

ü Simplest and most accurate fitting

ü Zero contact process reduces staff exposure to COVID-19

ü Comprehensive workflow helps manage new patients, mask refits, exchanges & 
repap’s

ü Outcomes data provides deep insight into your process

ü Works with any patient smart phone

Rarely does the perfect solution 
become available at the perfect time.

That is until TherapistAssist™!

Designed specifically for respiratory therapists managing 
PAP patients, sovaSage’s TherapistAssist software is the 
most comprehensive product available.

Benefits:

For more information, 
please contact, VP of 
sales; Patrick Karem at 
sovaSage at 
877.937.2520 or visit 
www.sovasage.com to 
learn more and 
schedule a demo.

sovaSage Incorporated | 877.937.2520 | www.sovasage.com

http://www.sovasage.com/
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Something this important demands 
the best solution available!


